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An image processing-based algorithm to measure vascular permeability of microvessels in 3D tumours is presented. The effect of the tumour vascular targeting drug, combretastatin A-4-phosphate (CA-4-P), on tumour vascular permeability is also analysed. 15 data sets were obtained; 9 treated and 6 controls.
P22 rat sarcoma fragments (~ 0.5 mm) were taken from a donor rat,  placed into a transparent window chamber surgically implanted into the dorsal skinflap of BD9 male rats (~ 200 g). Following surgery, animals were given an i.p. injection of 2 ml of dextrose saline and allowed to recover.The tumours were then allowed to establish over a period of 10-14 days to a diameter of 2 to 4 mm. The animals were surgically anaesthetized using a mixture of fentanyl-fluanisone and midazolam and kept warm on a thermostatically controlled heating blanket.
 Intravital flourescent microscopy of 40 kDa FITC-labelled dextran was performed with a multiphoton microscope system, based on a modified Bio-Rad MRC 1024MP workstation, comprising a solid state pumped (10 W Millennia X, Nd:YVO4, Spectra Physics), self mode locked Ti:Sapphire (Tsunami, Spectra Physics) laser system, a focal scan head, confocal detectors and an inverted microscope (Nikon TE200). The leakage of marker was imaged as a time series of 3D  tumour volumes (Figure 1).    
Previous attempts to solve this problem assumed cylindrical vessels and required hand delineation regions of interest, which is both unreliable and time consuming. The following preprocessing steps were required before the measurements were extracted  (all the processing was performed in Matlab.)   
The image acquisition process is noisy and the concentration of the marker varies along the image. Using an  OctTree it was possible to reduce the noise and the uncertainty in the intensity at the expense of the spatial resolution. 
As the time samples were acquired, the data suffered from deformations within the window chamber. Figure 2  presents the deformation in a  time cut.Deformations were corrected with rigid registration -- the whole image was shifted towards a certain direction --  or non-rigid registration -- the data was partitioned and registered by regions according to each case. Registration was performed  by cross correlation in the Fourier domain.  






To verify the accuracy of the segmentation a set was hand segmented and the traces compared with the semiautomatic results, 92.7% of the traces were correct and only 7.3% were incorrect and those ones corresponded to low intensity regions which are hard even for a human expert (Figure 4.)
For every time sample t, the concentration on tissue Ct and vessels Cp were calculated as the average intensity of the pixels determined by the segmented mask. Patlak plots [3] model the supply of blood as a system of compartments with uni-and bidirectional flows and linearises the kinetic behaviour of the movement between compartments. Figure 5 shows one intensity and three Patlak plots. The slope of the plots is related to the permeability-surface per volume unit product (PS/V). The permeability was calculated from this value and the estimated surface and volume of the sets. Figure 6 shows the corresponding boxplots.
The method presented can measure vascular permeability in a simpler and more reliable way than previously available. Tumours that are treated with CA-4-P manifest higher  permeability than controls.




Intensity in time and Patlak plots
Figure 1  Four  time samples (1,2,9,15)  of the 3D images to be analysed. Each volume contains 512x512x11 elements and was acquired in a 3 min period. The marker was injected at time t=0. The change in colour represents and increase in the intensity of the marker.
   t (min)0   1   4         5       8                  33             36                    57             60            
Figure 2 A time cut for one data set. Columns of different time samples are placed next to each other to create a 2D image with time as the x axis. This reveals the deformation, and the corrected set on the right.
Figure 3 Volumetric class mask and rendering of the segmented vessels.
Figure 5 Intensity plot of the tissue and vessel classes, and three Patlak plots. Notice the different slopes of controls and CA-4-P.
Figure 6 Boxplots of Ct/Cp (p=0.00016), PS/V (p=0.0049) and permeability (p=0.021).
Figure 4 Semiautomatic and manual segmentation comparison. White lines correspond to correct traces and black to incorrect. Notice how incorrect traces belong to low intensity regions.
